
DAY 1 
 
The “normal” wrong unconscious directions that I always do when I have to play 
something difficult is to stiffen the neck, pull the head back and down, slump the back, 
contract the shoulder and arm and tighten my left cheek and jaw.  
This habit happened this morning while I was practicing. 
 For the reason that I was stressed I was doing an over-tense practicing full of 
unnecessary tension. The more I practiced, the more I felt pain and didn’t try to rectify. 
For many years, I believed that pain after practicing was a normal consequence to a 
good work. By taking Alexander Technique lessons, I learned to be more aware of my 
misuse. As a result, instead of playing in a way that develops repetitive practice in bad 
habit, I decided to make the choice to get rid of all the unnecessary stiffness, witch do 
not help to solve the real problems. In this way I made it clear to myself that without 
inhibition I will just go on repeating my mistake and will definitely print and reprint the 
bad habit. 
First of all, I asked myself the three questions: Can I see the room around me? Do I 
breathe? Am I balanced? Then I thought about lengthening my spine, widening my 
upper back and directing my head forwards and up. 
I discover that if I could maintain the lengthening of stature while I played the difficult 
passage, the tension simply did not occur.  
Experimenting Alexander Technique give me another philosophy about how should be 
the relation between my body, my mind and the cello. I suppose it is a mental habit to 
think that an effort is necessary. 
 
 
 
DAY 2 
 

 
Today, I was walking in the street to get to the tube station and I became conscious that 
the coldness pushed me to lift up my shoulders and shorten my spine as if it could make 
me less cold. Furthermore, I was holding my cello on a side and my bag full of scores 
on the other side. I gave myself the instruction to put my head forward and up from my 
spine thus it offered me more harmonious relationship between the neck and the head 
and the torso that would bring about the lengthening of stature. I changed the way I used 
my muscular system and found it easier to carry my cello and my bag. Another helpful 
thought was to see in depth, far away ahead. I discovered that I could enjoy my walk 
and reach my destination energised as if I had “walk on air”. I was amazed to see how 
the technique can be applied in my everyday life as well as my musical life.  
 
Later that day, I found a particular interest in practicing my cello with the panoramic 
and depth look. I made an effort not to concentrate my look in one direction and let my 
eyes distinguish the four corners of the room then with my imagination I could see 
behind me, behind the wall in front of me and in a larger scale see myself from the 
outside f the room. By changing my glance, I experienced an improvement in my sound. 
The cello could resonate by itself and the sound was surrounding me. 
 
 



DAY 3 
 
My day started with my Alexander Technique lesson. I played the beginning of Dvorak 
concerto. This piece demands a powerful sound and lots of straight. Judith asked me 
how I felt and I proceeded to list some of the misuses I was aware of. She asked me first 
to take a moment to let my neck be free in such a way that my head could go forward 
and up, so that my back could lengthen and widen and then she invited me to play again 
and try to inhibit the desire to play loudly. The next step was to play and let my back 
stay back, release my right leg and my jaw. 
I began to realise that if I continued to give direction to myself, I was able to suspend 
judgements of my playing and improve my sensory. After playing in this “position”, for 
a few seconds, I realized that my sound was more powerful and freer.  I felt at the same 
time more control and “let it go”. I could also be more relaxed and share the music with 
the audience. 
 I enjoyed very much working with others today. An atmosphere of mutual confidence 
between us was established. Try out with other students can be a great help because we 
serve each other as mirrors and our feed-back can help us to counter the habitual 
tendency to rely on our subjective sense of feeling; therefore, under the direction of an 
Alexander teacher we can be aware of the traps difficulties to be met on the way. 
 
 
DAY 4 
 
On Thursday morning, I had the chance to visit and take part of an Alexander 
Technique training. I was very intrigued to see how people were trained  
I realized that everybody was sitting with an ideal neck-head-back relationship. I was 
amazed to see that I couldn’t sit down differently. This environment inspired me to 
model and adopt the same posture naturally and be in the exact present time. When I 
just go ‘in the moment’ I find myself balanced and all parts moving together. 
 
We worked as well on the understanding of the anatomy and physiology. I learned how 
the natural curves of the spine were settled. It was very useful because I had a wrong 
picture about it. By changing my conceptions of how my parts fit together, I appreciated 
the fact that it could change how I move them. 
 
In the afternoon, my teacher gave me a deep experience of an integrated lengthening of 
stature and I could feel myself alert and receptive of everything around me. After that, I 
played again the same piece as the previous day and I discovered that I could use 
minimal tension to execute it. I could report that the movement was so much easier than 
normal. There was no particular strain or effort and they were so much more aware and 
‘present’ all the way. 
The possibility of a whole new range of experiments appeared and I was looking 
forward to exploit them but the next day things seemed very different. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
DAY 5 
 
 
With the new experience provided by my teacher, I was sure that I could easily improve 
now my playing by trigger the same process. I tried, of course, all sorts of directing and 
inhibiting etc… which sometimes seemed to work for awhile, but I ended up with a 
backache or stiff neck, and realized what I was doing. I knew that I was not making any 
new progress. I wanted to get a quick result. Victim of my end-gaining interpretation, I 
took it as something to work toward, thereby ending up further and further forward in 
an attempt to recapture the feelings of well-being I had experienced during my 
Alexander Technique class. I wanted to get a quick result. I recognized that I wasn't 
finding new field of freedom in movement as I was expecting; therefore I decided to go 
back to the very first steps. I sat in my chair without the cello and took a moment to 
listen to my body. I practiced some very ordinary movements like moving forward, 
backwards and then on the sides while keeping the neck-head-back relationship and the 
sitting bones well balanced on the chair; then I lifted my arms and see what happened. I 
realized that I had to readapt my balance during the move by very slight little 
movements of my head, neck, torso and legs and that my breathing was responding to it. 
I tried the same thing with the cello and sought to become more aware of the 
interference with the primary control, be able to tackle more complex movements. 
  
 
 
 
DAY 6 
 
 
Today, I had to play in front of my teacher’s cello class and I felt very nervous about 
what the others would think. I wasn’t feeling prepared and was scared to play. Before 
the performance, when I unpacked my cello I felt that I wasn’t balanced at all. My eyes 
were too active and my breathing was stuck in the upper part of my torso. I told myself: 
“no choice, I have to play good”. I was playing and judging myself at the same time. As 
I desperately tried to play better, I could feel the tension increasing in my neck. At that 
moment, I realized that controlling was not making me play better. The unhappiness 
was caused by my imagined ideals and desires moreover worrying about the right way 
to do something prevented me from seeing what I was really doing. I realized quickly 
that I had to change my end-gaining mental attitude. As soon as I was trying, my 
playing couldn’t improve. Awareness of disinterested action may be equated with non-
doing and an avoidance of end-gaining. 
 
In Alexander Technique, we talk about end gaining versus means whereby. If I’m end-
gaining, I’m streaking towards my goals regardless of how I get there. If instead, I focus 
on the process of moving towards my goal, I’m using means whereby.  
 
 



DAY 7 
 
 
I thought again about the day before and I tried to find out how the Alexander 
Technique could help me. All these extraneous manifestations of my constant state of 
anxiety were making it impossible to be “here”, “now” and just keeping my neck free. 
It is my old habits of thought and deep seated fears that are manifested in my 
ambivalence toward my actions. They are manifested through tightening of my neck 
and body, and are felt as resistance to my actions that must be overcome by effort. 
What I didn't expect is the other, more personal, side of the Alexander Technique. The 
real value of the technique is that we learn to work on ourselves and discover how 
things really are.  
It’s only when we are present in the moment that we can really see what happens and 
thereby expose our misconceptions and make the connections between our 
thoughts/actions and our emotions and reactions.  
There is no attention to spare for what has gone before and there is no attention to spare 
for what is coming next. What I need to know is what I m doing now. 
 
The difficulty to express myself makes me frustrated and this emotion sometimes 
produce me impuissant to solve a technical issue. Besides, I’m not often in the “now” 
either through the day. My thought of what might be coming next, or what happened 
always sabotages my practicing.  
 
That is to say, through being more in the moment we can have the possibility of a 
different quality of living. 
 
 
 
DAY 8 
 
 
 
By guiding my direction with Alexander's basic concept my observations in my 
practicing became more precise, because it led me to continually question what I was 
feeling.  
It is important to notice that movements are made by contraction of muscle and to 
wonder how I can rest them after a stress. I’ve noticed that after a while, my body gets 
tired and my practicing less and less efficient. It is important to take frequent breaks, so 
that the muscles I have been using can return to their resting length.  
I organised my practicing with introducing every thirty minutes, ten minutes of semi-
supine and/or swings. The only chance to avoid misuse is to lie on the floor with my 
knees up and my head on a stack of books, while I let gravity do the rest. Then, I can 
take the opportunity to organize and visualize my next practicing and develop my 
kinaesthetic sense. For instance, I can imagine how I want my body to feel while 
playing, how I will shift, the distance, the fingerings and bowings etc… This procedure 
makes my practicing more enjoyable and the memorizing easier.  
 
 



 
DAY 9 
 
Today my cello lesson wasn’t a great success. My teacher found that the articulation of 
my left hand was floppy and that I wasn’t energetic at all. He really was right, and I 
could feel it. As soon as I decided to shift, I collapsed my back and lost all dynamism. 
For one week I did practice a lot my Alexander technique new direction but I didn’t 
become conscious that I exaggerated the posture and became more and more floppy. I 
had to realise that the way of practicing that I had done was again in an end-gaining 
direction. My teacher explained me that one of the habit patterns that we have to be 
careful is what is known as "relaxation". Trying to release my tensions I tried too much 
to put my back “back” while playing, the result was that I was collapsing behind my 
cello. I perceived that my cello teacher was in the same direction as the goal of the 
Alexander Technique and could help me to understand it better, that the two teachings 
were linked up. 
I decided to take this event with humour and new that I made errors in perception about 
myself. In the Alexander Technique, there is a whole lot of information and knowledge 
that I need to integrate with patience and humility.  
 
 
 
DAY 10 
 
It is hard to know if I’m using myself in the most productive and effective way. I find it 
difficult to know if I feel right because my habits are familiar to me or if I have 
improved my directions. 
Today, I had to practice both modern and baroque cello. It is very challenging to apply 
the Alexander Technique in the same way. I have to readapt my body for each 
instrument. 
I mainly focused my practice on the equilibrium, practicing my kinaesthetic sense from 
head to toes. I let my back lengthen and widen, allow my knees release forward and out 
of my hips, and my shoulders releasing away from each other. With the modern cello I 
could use easily the release of my legs and take much less effort and time to solve a 
technical difficulty. With the baroque cello, it seemed more complicated as I needed to 
hold the cello with my legs. 
First, I came back into sitting down posture without the cello and tried to feel my feet 
spreading lengthways on the floor and make sure that the weight was well settled. Then, 
I had to reorganise what is happening between the moment of getting the idea to hold 
the cello and the moment I actually do. It was very interesting to remember the anatomy 
of the feet and how flexible they can be each side. I became aware of my tendency to 
put all my weight on the outer side of my feet and found much easier to play thinking 
about roots along my feet and release through my legs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DAY 11 
 
Whilst I was playing, I wanted to play in tune one difficult shift; I tried many times to 
get it right but it never worked. As soon as my attention was directed elsewhere, the 
result was better. I still feel that my first reflex facing to a task is to use my familiar 
habits (slumped and crunched over the cello).  
We have habits about the way we organize our thinking, as well as our movements, and 
we tend to revert to them if we don't pay attention. The importance of Alexander’s 
discoveries is consciously organizing our observations and actions. 
The first thing that I would like to develop is how I have thought about what I am about 
to do. This goal, of finding out how I am interfering with the easy, natural functioning 
of myself, so that I can have a choice to stop interfering, underlies all of the Alexander 
Technique.  
I also observed that I was willing movements without being aware of it. The habitual 
responses were determined by past experience, with no choice on my part as long as 
they remained unobserved. If the new movement is not easy, but feels forced, then I 
think I haven't really changed my basic assumptions about how the movement can 
happen. 
 
We appear to ourselves to first think about the movement, then do it, then feel the result 
of moving. At this point, I was now becoming much more conscious of my neck 
tightening and aware of exactly the moment when they started to do it. 
 
 
 
 
DAY 12 
. 
We have a chance to make fresh choices about what we think and do and all that is 
immensely useful is making clear that the new manner of use is to be applied to 
everything I do all day long. Today, I focused my attention in how people around me 
used themselves. It was a very attentive and could recognize the same misuse as me. It 
was very interesting to identify from the outside good use and bad use.  
Standing up in the tube, I wish my neck to be free, so that my head can move easily, and 
my body can follow in freedom. I started with allowing my fingertips to rest lightly 
along my body to maintain my balance. While I was experimenting that, I’ve noticed 
that the majority of people were looking down and bad balance on their feet. I found 
myself quite stable and aware of everything around my body. 
It is a lifelong challenge, one that applies to any activity, not just those that are usually 
considered physical, and it is actually fun. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
DAY 13 
 
I decided to observe my body as a whole to help producing better results and less 
fatigue.I was too much concentrated on isolated problems. When I consider the use of 
my body as a whole, the unnecessary tension is removed and replaced by the good 
tension and an efficient use. The movement feels easier, the neck muscles show less 
activity and I can release my jaw and tongue to unlock my left ear.   
 
Vivid imagination makes my practicing very enjoyable. I use it to feel better my 
awareness. For instance, I used to play a short passage applying each sense after the 
other and then trying to unify them as a whole. 
If I feel like I don’t have much time to practice, I am able now to put myself in a 
resourceful state that will cover most of the essential things that I needed to do. 
 
  
DAY 14 
 
With the use of the Alexander Technique, I realize now that I can choose my habits. 
Instead of looking for a result in my practicing and feeling scared about how I will 
reach it; the philosophy is to more about to find a direction, inhibit and give new 
memory in my body to change my habits. 
Consequently, my practicing can become more peaceful. I ought to discover and 
develop easier, more enjoyable ways of playing witch would allow me to end my 
practice sessions feeling refreshed and invigorated, rather than tired and worn down by 
the stresses of mental concentration and accumulated muscular tension. 
I liked the idea of imagining colours, textures, gestures, body mapping and develop my 
kinaesthetic sense. 
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